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The first part of the presentation will provide an update of the NSF-sponsored magnetic 
field reversal and high-resolution stratigraphy work first presented at a Fall 2010 SEG 
meeting. A full vector record of the Mono Lake magnetic excursion (i.e., aborted reversal) 
was eventually recovered from the Summer Lake, OR sediment cores. The unprecedented 
resolution of this record revealed that as the main magnetic field died down during this 
event, the north magnetic pole migrated quickly to patches of high magnetic flux associated 
with lower mantle regions of low temperature that, in turn, are associated with downwelling 
in the Earth's outer core. Based on correlations of this record with a similar magnetic signal 
from western North Atlantic Ocean cores, we also identified an unconformity in the 
Summer Lake record that is likely associated with a major, two-thousand year long drought 
in the Great Basin starting at ~38 ka. This latter exercise demonstrates the potential of this 
method for time correlations of unprecedented resolution that, theoretically could be used on 
sediments of any age. 
 
The second part of the presentation will summarize the remarkable level of progress made 
recently in the CSUB School of Natural Sciences, Mathematics, and Engineering. We'll 
focus on the large grant recently awarded by the National Science Foundation to the 
Department of Geological Sciences to establish an NSF Center of Research Excellence in 
Science and Technology, but we'll also present ongoing program development in 
Engineering at the university funded primarily by the US Department of Education.
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